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ABSTRACT 

China's socialized service industry of agricultural machinery emerged as the times 
required, which resolved the institutional contradiction between small farm households 
and large-scale agriculture. However, as cross-operation harvesters are still monitored 
based on phone calls, the monitoring efficiency and real-time performance are relatively 
poor. To improve the dynamic monitoring accuracy of harvester working areas, we 
proposed a working progress monitoring method based on harvester traveling trajectory 
and header status identification. The position and gap bridge angle information of 
harvesters was synchronously acquired in real-time. The height of the header above 
ground was calculated to determine whether the harvester was harvesting on a valid 
trajectory. Finally, the valid trajectory of the harvester was selected for area calculation. 
Field experiments showed that the header heights at the working and non-working tracing 
points collected by the system were discretely distributed at intervals of [0m, 0.5m] and 
(0.5m, 2m), respectively. The working progress monitoring algorithm proposed in this 
paper effectively improved the monitoring accuracy of harvester working areas. The mean 
error between the working areas calculated with identifying the header status and the 
actual cultivated land area in the five test plots was 0.09 hm2, with a mean error rate of 
3.10%, 8.59% lower than that without identifying the harvester header status. 

 
 
INTRODUCTION 

In 1978, China began to implement the household 
contract responsibility system for farmland in rural areas, a 
game-changer to the collective operation system by 
distributing farmlands to individual households assuming full 
responsibility for their profits and losses, which greatly 
enhanced farmers' production enthusiasm. However, with the 
fast development of China's economy and the rapid transfer 
of rural labor to secondary and tertiary industries, the aging 
and feminization of agricultural labor became increasingly 
prominent. The question of “who would cultivate the land” 
needed to be answered. In 2004, the socialized service 
industry of agricultural machinery emerged as the times 
required, which resolved the institutional contradiction 
between small farm household and large-scale agriculture and  

properly answered the question of “who would cultivate the 
land” in China. Currently, the mechanized harvesting of three 
staple food crops (rice, corn, and wheat) has the largest scale 
in agricultural machinery socialized services in China. Many 
organizations of grain machinery harvesting service have 
grown into regional or even national leading enterprises, with 
hundreds of agricultural machines and working areas 
spanning most provinces. Business owners need to dispatch 
harvesters and monitor and the harvesting route to maximize 
economic benefits. At present, harvester operations are 
dynamically monitored and dispatched based on phone calls, 
with relatively poor efficiency and real-time performance. 

In recent years, great progress has been made in GPS, 
sensor, remote sensing, and electronic information 
technologies in the agricultural equipment field. Some 
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scholars have applied the above technologies in the dynamic 
monitoring of agricultural machinery working areas. There 
are two main methods for dynamic monitoring of agricultural 
machinery working areas: remote sensing (Sishodia et al., 
2020) and GPS technology. In the aspect of working area 
monitoring based on remote sensing, the quantitative retrieval 
of crop area using leaf area index (LAI) is a research hotspot 
(Chen et al., 2022; Guo et al., 2023). For example, Koichi et 
al. (2022) used wide-angle time-lapse photography to monitor 
the planting area of eggplant. Maselli et al. (2020) combined 
standard meteorological data with Sentinel-2 (S-2) 
multichannel spectrometer (MSI) NDVI images to estimate 
the irrigated farmland area in the Mediterranean. Yang et al. 
(2019) applied the random forest (RF) classification 
algorithm to the time images of Landsat-8 Operational Land 
Imager (OLI) obtained in Heilongjiang Province (1,235 
scenes) in 2015 and 2016, and proposed an integrated method 
for monitoring changes in the planting areas of corn, soybean, 
and rice. However, limited by the satellite access frequency, 
the timeliness of satellite remote sensing is significantly 
reduced. The access period of GF-1 satellite in China is four 
days (Guo et al., 2021), which cannot meet the scheduling 
requirement of mechanical harvesting operations. 

In working area monitoring by GPS, traditional GPS 
area measurement is performed by collecting the latitude and 
longitude of fixed points in the field with a hand-held land 
area acre meter, which is inefficient (Maciej et al., 2020; 
Sandeep, 2021). The area of cultivated land is measured by a 
hand-held acre meter, which requires registration of the 
measurement trajectory with possible over estimation of the 
trajectory length (Liu et al., 2019). As a result, the measured 
area can be larger than the actual one. Song et al. (2020) 
believed that measurement errors depended on the 
measurement area and gradually decreased as measurement 
areas increased. For automatic measurement and monitoring 
of agricultural machinery working areas, the acquisition of 
agricultural machinery trajectory using a vehicle-mounted 
GPS terminal to implement dynamic monitoring of the 
working progress through the corresponding algorithm has 
become a research hotspot. Based on cutting width and a 
constant forward speed of a combine, Wu et al. (2022) 
determined harvest area using a microwave ranging system 
(Rukan & Dilek, 2022). Zhang et al. (2022) designed a radar 
speed measurement system based on CAN bus and 
microwave Doppler radar sensor, so the measured speed of 
tractor and working width can be used to calculate the work 
area. Zhang et al. (2020) determined harvest areas by Beidou 
in a real-time kinematic mode. Zhang et al. (2018) developed 

a GPS system to monitor agricultural machinery working 
areas based on the Android system, which implemented 
monitoring, statistics, and management of agricultural 
machinery working area and trajectory. Bai et al. (2022) 
designed a vehicle-mounted farmland area measurement 
system with a relative error of 4%. Lu et al. (2015) selected 
double satellite positioning (GPS and Galileo satellites) 
receivers to collect positioning data and calculate the tractor 
working area, with a relative error of 2.09% in the test plot. 
Li et al. (2023) used Beidou positioning terminal to collect 
real-time track information for agricultural machinery and 
calculated the effective working area of the machinery 
through analysis with a spatial clustering algorithm, resulting 
in a statistical error of less than 2% for the effective working 
area. However, the above GPS monitoring methods ignored 
non-working trajectories such as agricultural machinery 
turning around and field transfer. Good test results were 
obtained under test conditions with regular plots and large 
areas. However, in the actual production of finely divided 
plots, agricultural machinery has to turn around frequently, 
and the accuracy of such methods is questionable. 

Given the above issues, this paper proposed a method 
for monitoring the working progress based on harvester 
traveling trajectory and header status identification. The 
position and gap bridge angle information of the harvester 
was acquired in real-time synchronously. The height of the 
header above ground was calculated to determine whether the 
harvester was in the harvesting state on a valid trajectory. 
Finally, the valid trajectory of the harvester was selected for 
the area calculation to improve the measurement accuracy of 
the working area and provide a solution for remote dynamic 
monitoring of the agricultural machinery working progress on 
the finely-divided cultivated land in southern China. 

Data Acquisition and Communication System 

In this paper, an angular transducer, Beidou 
positioning module, GPRS communication module, and CPU 
module were selected to form a harvester data acquisition 
terminal. The specific system framework is shown in Figure 
1. The system is powered by a 12V DC power supply from 
the on-board battery of the harvester. The angular transducer 
is installed on the harvester gap bridge to collect the gap 
bridge angle of the harvester in real-time. The Beidou 
positioning module receives Beidou satellite positioning data 
on the latitude and longitude of the harvester in real-time. The 
gap bridge angle and latitude/longitude data of the harvester 
are transmitted back to the server through the GPRS module 
at a frequency of 12 times/min.
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FIGURE 1. Framework diagram of harvester working data acquisition system. 
 
Calculation method of header height 

In this paper, the angle α between the harvester gap 
bridge surface and the ground plane was collected by an 
angular transducer. Combined with the fixed height (H) from 
the harvester gap bridge shaft to the ground and the bridge 
length L (see Figure 2.), the height (h) from the header cutter 
of the harvester to the bottom of the carriage wheel is 
calculated based on [eq. (1)]. 

ℎ = 𝐻 − 𝐿𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼                                           (1) 

 
Due to the heavyweight of the harvester, its wheels 

will sink when traveling in the unhardened farmland. Hence, 
the wheel settlement depth η should be introduced to calculate 
the height hof the header above ground based on [eq. (2)]. 
The value of η is determined by factors such as the weight of 
the harvester, the tire contact area, and the depth of soil mud 
feet. As various harvesting models and soil conditions have 
different values of η, the value of η in the target area should 
be tested before the work area is monitored. 

ℎ∗ = ℎ − 𝜂                                                 (2) 

The h is used to determine whether the harvester is 
working. If so, the height of the header will be lowered to 
adapt to that of the crop ear. In general, when a rice and wheat 
combine harvester is working, the height of the header above 
ground should not exceed the lowest crop ear height(A). 
When the harvester is turning around or traveling on the road, 
the height of the header will be raised to protect the cutter 
safety and avoid damage due to collision with crop ears. At 
this time, the height of the header above ground will be higher 
than A. Hence, the effective trajectory of the harvester can be 
identified by [eq. (3)]. 

ℎ∗ ≤ A，𝜃 = 1

ℎ∗ > A，𝜃 = 0
                           (3) 

 
Where θ is the discrimination coefficient of the 

harvester trajectory. When θ = 1, the harvester is working, and 
the movement trajectory is valid; when θ = 0, the harvester is 
not working, and the movement trajectory is invalid.

 

 

FIGURE 2. Harvester body parameters. 
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Calculation method of the working area 

Gaussian projection algorithm 

As the Beidou positioning system adopts CGCS2000 
ellipsoid coordinates (B, L), for the convenience of area 
calculation, the ellipsoid coordinates should be projected to 
the rectangular plane coordinates (X, Y). Gaussian projection 
is the most commonly used projection method, also known as 
the equal-angle transversal elliptic cylindrical projection. 
Upon projection, it is assumed that an elliptical cylinder is 
transverse to a meridian of the earth ellipsoid, namely the 
central meridian. Based on the equiangular condition, the 
points on the ellipsoid surface of the earth are projected onto 
the elliptical cylinder using the mathematical analysis method 
and expanded into a plane along the generatrix of the elliptical 
cylinder. Subsequently, a rectangular coordinate system can be 
established on this plane: With the intersection of the central 
meridian and the equatorial projection as the origin, the central 
meridian projection as the X-axis, the positive direction points 
to the north geographic pole, the equatorial projection as the Y-
axis, and the direction toward the east is positive. The 
projection formula from a point (B, L) on the ellipsoid to a point 
(x, y) in the Gauss plane rectangular coordinate system is 
shown in [eq. (4)] and [eq. (5)] (Feng et al., 2020). 
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Where:  

0LLl  , 0L is the central meridian;  

e and e are the first and second eccentricity of the 

reference ellipsoid respectively;  

Be cos ,  

Bt tan ,  

N is the curvature radius of the normal section, and  

S is the meridian arc length from the equator to the 

latitude B  , which can be calculated based on the 

following equation. 

 

𝑆 = 𝑎 𝐵 − 𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝐵 + 𝑠𝑖𝑛4𝐵 − 𝑠𝑖𝑛6𝐵 + 𝑠𝑖𝑛8𝐵 (6) 
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                               (8) 

 

Working area algorithm 

Assuming that the agricultural machinery working 

trajectory contains n+1 spatial operation tracing points, 

namely P1, P2,…,Pn+1, the tracing points are connected in 

chronological order to generate primitive line segments L1, 

L2,…,Ln. The primitive line segment set L of agricultural 

machinery working spatial operation trajectory is: 

L=⋃ 𝐿                                       (9) 

 

The primitive line segments in the set L are all travel 

trajectory line segments, including working travel trajectory 

line segments and non-working travel trajectory line segments 

such as U-turns and turns. Through the height of the header   

at the tracing point Pi, the working status of the primitive    

line segment Li is determined; that is, the validity of Li  is 

determined based on the value of θi, as shown in Figure 3.
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FIGURE 3. Schematic diagram of harvester working area algorithm. 

Note: p1, p2, p3, …, pn-1, pn, pn+1 are the tracing point of the harvester operation; L1, L2,…,Ln-1, Ln are the primitive line segments of the trajectory 

of the harvester; θ1, θ2, θ3, …, θn-1, θn are the discriminant coefficient of primitive line segment; B1, B2, …,Bn-1, Bn is the harvesting width. 

 

The working area of the harvester is composed of the 

primitive line segment set of effective operations and working 

widths of the harvester. When the harvester travels to the i=n+1 

tracing point, the working area (Sn) is calculated as follows: 

𝑆 = ∑ 𝐵 𝜃 (𝑥 − 𝑥 ) + (𝑦 − 𝑦 )         (10) 

 
Area Algorithm Verification 

Test equipment and conditions 

In October 2021, a dynamic monitoring experiment on 
the mechanized rice harvesting area was conducted at the 
Huanghai Farm in Xiangshui County, Jiangsu, China. The 
John Deere C230 grain combine harvester was used as the test  

platform. The working width of this harvester was 4.57 m, the 
height H of the shaft connecting the bridge and the vehicle 
body was 1.7m, and the length L from the shaft to the bottom 
of the header was 4.5m. The self-developed data acquisition 
system was installed on the experimental combine harvester. 
The angular transducer was attached to the upper surface of the 
harvester gap bridge, and the Beidou positioning module was 
affixed to the front middle of the harvester granary top surface. 
In the experiment, 5 cultivated land plots with an area of about 
3 hectares, same rice varieties, consistent growth, an average 
height (A)50cm of the lowest ear of rice, and equivalent soil 
moisture. The grain truck follows the harvester to receive the 
grain, and the load of the harvester has little changes. The test 
shows that the wheel settlement depth η is 0.1m. In the 
experiment, the harvester kept full-width harvesting.

 

 

FIGURE 4. John Deere C230 grain combine harvester used in the test. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Working trajectory of harvester 

Harvester drivers with 25 years of experience at the 
Huanghai Farm Agricultural Machinery Station were 
responsible for driving the harvester for harvesting at T1, T2, 

T3, T4, and T5, independently. The data acquisition system 
transmitted the latitude, longitude, and gap bridge angle data 
of the harvester position to the server in real-time at an 
acquisition frequency of once every 5s). Subsequently, the 
working trajectory of the harvester was plotted based on 
ArcGIS, as shown in Figure 5.

 

 

                     T1           T2           T3             T4             T5 

FIGURE 5. Working trajectory of harvester.

 
Figure 5 shows that all test plots are long strips, and 

the terrain conditions have little impact on the efficiency of 
the harvester. The plots are inconsistent in the aspect ratio, 
especially the plot widths, which are significantly different.  

The harvester works according to the route of harvesting 
along the long side and turning around on the short one. 
Hence, more tracing points are clustered at the shorter 
boundary of the plot. 

 
TABLE 1. General situation of tracing points in the test plots. 

Plot number 
Number of tracing 

points 
Longitude distribution Latitude distribution 

Total trajectory length 
(m) 

T1 1927 
(E119.984983o, 
E119.987320o) 

(N34.259099o, N34.266982o) 7724.30 

T2 1997 (E119.961129o, E119.963502o) (N34.300177o, N34.308231o) 8140.04 

T3 1881 (E119.955955o, E119.957694o) (N34.319387o, N34.324651o) 5858.80 

T4 1804 (E119.959675o, E119.961310o) (N34.318710o, N34.323552o) 5955.04 

T5 1655 (E119.969227o, E119.970816o) (N34.317037o, N34.321504o) 5446.86 

Table 1 shows that the 5 test plots have significantly 
different numbers of tracing points, with a maximum of 1,997 
points in plot T2 plot and a minimum of 1,655 points in plot 
T5. The lengths of field traveling trajectories are also 
significantly different, with a maximum of 8,140.04 m in plot 
T2 and a minimum of 5,446.86 m in plot T5. There is no linear 
relationship between the number of tracing points and the 
length, suggesting that the traveling speed of the harvester is 

not entirely consistent during the operation. 

Header height of harvester above ground 

The gap bridge angle of the harvester corresponding to 
each tracing point is calculated according to [eq. (1)] and [eq. 
(2)] to obtain the heights of the header above ground. The 
heights of the header above ground replotted in chronological 
order, as shown in Figure 6.
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a. T1                                      b. T2   

 

c. T3                                      d. T4   

 

e. T5 

FIGURE 6. Header height of the harvester at different points. 

It is not difficult to see that the header height data of 
the harvester are relatively discrete, and the height values 
fluctuate in the interval [0m, 2m]. However, the height values 
at most points are below 0.5 m. According to [eq.(3)], the 
points where the head height is in the interval [0m, 0.5m] are 
working tracing points, and those in the interval (0.5m, 2m) 
are non-working ones. The two types of tracing points can be 
clearly distinguished by the horizontal marking line in Figure 
7. The header heights at the working tracing points are 

discretely distributed in the interval [0m, 0.5m], and the 
points with height values in the interval [0.2m, 0.4m] are 
relatively concentrated (see Figure 7 for details); the non-
working tracing points are longitudinally distributed 
discretely in the interval (0.5m, 2m) and horizontally 
distributed at a certain interval, which conforms to the 
harvester movement pattern of making a U-turn after 
completing a certain working range. However, there are also 
many outliers in the non-working trajectory. Figure 8b shows 
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that the header height values at many tracing points are 
concentrated at around 1.2m–1.4m. Because the soil 
moisture of the test plot selected in this paper is balanced, 
there will be no sudden change in wheel settlement; that is, 
the value of η is basically unchanged, and the fixed 

parameters H and L of the harvester are constant. It can be 
seen that the angle αcontinues to decrease; that is, the driver 
lifts the header for a long time, mainly in the following 
situations: machine failure troubleshooting, driver resting, 
or waiting for the grain truck.

 

 

a.T1                                       b.T3 

FIGURE 7. Histogram of the header height distribution. 

 

 

a.T4                                           b.T5 

FIGURE 8. Header height of the harvester at the 600–1400th tracing points. 

 

The 600–1400th tracing point data of plots T4 and T5 
were intercepted to plot Figure 8. The figure clearly shows 
that the non-working tracing points are regularly clustered. It 
can be understood that as lifting and lowering the header 
when the harvester is turning, the cluster interval is about 
100–200 points depending on different lengths of 
continuous operation, that is, a straight-line operation is 

completed every 8–16 min. 

Working area results 

According to [eq. (10)], the working areas of the 
harvester in 5 test plots were calculated, respectively. The 
actual areas of test plots and the working areas without 
identifying the header were compared to obtain Table 2.
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TABLE 2. Comparison of working area calculation results. 

Plot number 
Actual area of cultivated  

land (hm2) 
Working area without identifying the 

header (hm2) 
Working area with identifying the 

header (hm2) 

T1 3.26 3.53 3.41 

T2 3.12 3.72 3.24 

T3 2.54 2.68 2.62 

T4 2.35 2.72 2.40 

T5 2.27 2.49 2.31 

 
Table 2 shows that the harvester working progress 

monitoring algorithm based on the working trajectory and 
header status designed in this paper can reduce the monitoring 
accuracy of the harvester working area. The mean error 
between the working area and the actual area of the cultivated 
land calculated by identifying the header status in the five test 
plots is 0.09 hm2, and the mean error rate is 3.10%; whereas 
the mean error of the working area calculated without 
identifying the header status (the product of harvester 
trajectory length and cutting width) is 0.32 hm2, and the mean 
error rate is 11.69%. The working areas calculated by the two 
methods are larger than the actual areas of the cultivated land. 
In general, the working area calculated without identifying 
the header status >that calculated with identifying the header 
status > the actual area of the cultivated land. 
Discussion 

Header height data stability 

In this paper, the gap bridge angle of the harvester was 
collected by an angular transducer in real-time and converted 
to obtain the dynamic height data of the harvester header. 
Figures 7 and 8 show that the header height data of the 
harvester are unstable with significant fluctuation. Even 
during the stable working stage of the harvester, the header 
height still fluctuates significantly. In general, during the 
harvesting operation of the harvester, the header will remain 
stable to ensure the consistent cutting height and stable 
harvest quality. Data fluctuations may be caused by the 
following reasons. Firstly, large vibrations are produced by 
the engine, gearbox, traveling system, threshing system, 
transmission system, etc., during the working process of the 
harvester, especially the threshing system. The stability of the 
sensor is affected by machine vibration, as shown in Figure 
8.b. The height of the header between the 1150–1200th points 
is consistent and stable at about 1.2 m, with minimal 
fluctuation. The latitude and longitude data of the points in 
this interval basically remain unchanged and stable at 
(N34.31902°, E119.96989°). That is, the harvester is in a 
static state at this stage without any vibration. Hence, data can 
be collected by the sensor stably. Secondly, the flatness of the 
paddy field is relatively poor, and the machine body moves 
up and down with the terrain during the traveling process, 
which affects the stability of header height data. 

Calculation error of working area  

The working progress monitoring algorithm proposed 
in this paper was used to calculate the working area, and the 
average accuracy obtained through field experiments was 
96.9%, equivalent to the 96%–97% accuracy obtained by Lu 
et al. (2015) using the working trajectory to monitor the 

tractor cultivated land area. There are two main rules in the 
errors of the algorithm proposed in this paper. Firstly, all the 
monitoring working areas were larger than the actual areas of 
cultivated land. The reason was that in the harvester working 
process, to avoid missed harvesting, it was impossible to 
implement full-width harvesting throughout the whole 
process. Partially adjustable redundant cutting width was 
generally set aside. However, the harvester was set to full-
width harvesting in this experiment, without real-time 
monitoring of its working width. Therefore, the test result is 
larger. Secondly, the larger the test plot area, the higher the 
error rate. Table 2 shows that as the test plot area increases, 
the error rate of the algorithm proposed in this paper increases 
from 1.76% to 4.60% successively. The reason is that the 
working calculation error mainly occurs in the transition stage 
of harvesting–turning–harvesting. For example, at the end of 
a harvesting strip, the header of the harvester will not be 
raised immediately due to the lag in operation. Before 
entering a new harvesting strip, the header will also be 
lowered in advance. Therefore, when the length of the 
cultivated land is fixed, the larger the cultivated area is, the 
more times the harvester turns, the higher the error is. 

improvement plan for data collection system 

The monitoring of homework progress in this article 
relies on the trajectory point data and header data collected by 
the designed data collection system. The quality of these data 
has a significant impact on the monitoring results. The system 
in this article has two problems. Firstly, the frequency of data 
collection can be further improved. At present, the data 
collection frequency is once every 5 seconds. When the 
harvester travels at a high speed, a 5-second time interval can 
cause information deviation, which affects the accuracy of 
monitoring results. Secondly, the harvester's cutting range is 
not monitored synchronously. When the field is small, there 
may be a certain area that cannot be fully harvested, resulting 
in a larger monitoring result. Therefore, in the future, the 
collection frequency of the data collection system will be 
increased to monitor 1 data every 2 seconds, and the actual 
cutting width value of the harvester will be synchronously 
collected using image sensors, further improving the 
monitoring accuracy of the method proposed in this article. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 

(1) To improve the dynamic monitoring accuracy of 
the harvester working progress, a working progress 
monitoring method based on the harvester traveling trajectory 
and header status identification was proposed. The position 
and gap bridge angle information of the harvester was 
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acquired in real-time synchronously to calculate the height of 
the header above ground and determine whether the harvester 
was harvesting on a valid trajectory. Finally, the valid trajectory 
of the harvester was selected for the area calculation. This 
method improved the calculation error rate by 8.59% compared 
with that without identifying the header status. 

(2) Field experiments showed that the header height 
data of the harvester were relatively discrete, and the height 
values fluctuated in the interval [0m, 2m]; the header heights 
at the working tracing points were discretely distributed in the 
interval [0m, 0.5m], and the height values were relatively 
concentrated in the interval [0.2m, 0.4m]. The non-working 
tracing points were distributed longitudinally in the interval 
(0.5m, 2m), and horizontally at a certain interval. The 
fluctuation of header data was mainly affected by machine 
vibration and field flatness. 

(3) The harvester working progress monitoring 
algorithm based on the working trajectory and header status 
designed in this paper could improve the monitoring accuracy 
of the harvester working area. The mean error between the 
working area and the actual area of the cultivated land 
calculated by identifying the header status in the five test plots 
was 0.09 hm2, and the mean error rate was 3.10%. Moreover, 
all the monitoring working areas were larger than the actual 
areas of the cultivated land. The larger the test plot area, the 
higher the error rate.  

(4) The test device designed in this paper cannot 
monitor the dynamic changes in the working width of the 
harvester in real-time. Although the driver tries to control the 
harvester and keep full-width harvesting, the deviation cannot 
be avoided entirely, causing a larger test result. In the follow-
up research, we will improve the test device and method, 
automatically monitor the working width of the harvester 
through machine vision, and further improve the dynamic 
monitoring accuracy of its working area. 
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